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What issues are
Australians
most passionate
about and who
has the power to
create change?
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These are questions that haven’t been asked in a recent
study in Australia, so we decided it was time to do so
By speaking to 2,000 everyday Australians from all walks of life, we
set out to understand which social and environmental issues are
closest to our hearts, whether what we care about varies by gender,
generation and location, and who is doing what about it.
Why would we start such a thing? Quite simply, it’s what we do.
For over ten years, Republic of Everyone,
The Bravery and Mobium Group have worked with government,
business and charities as fearless campaigners for communities and
individuals to create change on the biggest issues facing Australia.
This report aims to start a conversation on those
issues and move people to act.
So please, grab a cuppa and have a read. Some
results will surprise you, and some may not.
One thing’s for sure, it’s compelling reading. People do care about
the big issues and they’re ready to act. What they want now is
leadership from those in power to help make it happen.

Ben Peacock

Founder, republic of everyone

Claire Maloney

Founder, The Bravery

Nick Bez

co-founder, mobium group

Let s' face it,
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the world
has gone

bananas

But life’s still
pretty good
down under
Sure, we’re the lucky country, but not for
everyone and not for everything. So what needs
improving? And who’s going to make it happen?
We explored the biggest issues you care about,
then took a look at the types of power that
can create change and how we the people
can leverage them, including the simple act of
choosing wisely how you spend each dollar.
After all, if not us, who? And if not now, when?*

Let’s begin

*A search of Google finds that no-one really knows who
said this first. Rabbi Hillel the Elder said something similar in
around 100BC, but more recently is has been used by Ronald
Reagan and Barack Obama. So, like all sayings that are hard to
attribute, we’re going to go with Confucius or Mark Twain :)

gen who?
This study is built around the generations. We have used the following definitions1
The eagle-eyed reader will note Generation Z is actually born 1997-2010 and aged as young as 10,
making them around 20% of the population. However, we have only spoken to those aged 16 and above.
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Millennials

Born 1981-1994

Born 1965-1980

Born 1945-1964

Currently 16-25 y.o

Currently 26-40 y.o

Currently 41-56 y.o

Currently 57-76 y.o

of the
population

of the
population

of the
population

of the
population

20%

20%

AROUND

20%

AROUND

13%

AROUND

AROUND

Born 1995-2004

Part One
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The Passion
Which social and environmental issues are Australians most concerned about?

Unprompted, global warming is the #1
thing people call out as their biggest
social or environmental concern
Covid-19 comes a close second
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Waste

Racism
Jobs

Overpopulation

Mental health Drought

Pollution

Bush f ires

Global warming

Fair pay

Water

Homelessness

Recycling

Plastic

Deforestation

Cost of living

C OV ID-19

Economy Fossil fuels
Social issues Poverty

Air pollution

Oceans

Farmers
Animals

Rubbish

Environment

Littering

Homelessness.
Everyone deserves
to have some sort
of shelter, food and
to stay warm in the
cold weather.

Racism. Migrants
to this country
are still being
discriminated against.

In your own words
Deforestation.
Forests are the planet’s lungs.
If we continue destroying
them, we will not have the
oxygen generation required to
support our rapidly expanding
population or the animals
needed to provide food.
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Covid-19. It’s incredibly
dangerous and has
brought the world
to a standstill.

Climate change.
If we don’t do
something about it
now, the planet is going
to be uninhabitable
in the future.

The economy. All the
stuff around social
and environmental
challenges need a robust
economy to work.

Poverty.
The rich are getting
richer and the poor
are getting poorer.

Mental health.
There were major
problems with mental
health issues which
have been significantly
impacted by Covid-19.

Plastic waste.
Too much plastic
waste being thrown
into oceans causing
great damage to
ocean lives.

Global warming, because
it will displace people,
cause famine, extinctions,
destroy reefs and impact
the productivity of
food production.

The environment.
Without a healthy
functioning environment,
the well-being and
livelihood of all species
are under threat.

Overpopulation.
It is the root cause of
many other social and
environmental issues
such as global warming,
wealth inequality, habitat
destruction and more.

When we take COVID out of the picture and ask people to
choose from a list of 20 social and environmental issues

they are most concerned about

1

3
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Our Oceans*

Climate Change

82% Overall concern

77% Overall concern

36% extremely concerned

35% extremely concerned

*Ocean pollution, overfishing and the Great Barrier Reef.

Plastic Waste
33% extremely concerned
83% Overall concern
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17%
17%

Refugee rights
LGBTIQ+ equality

Access to parks and nature

20%

21%

23%

Slavery and sweatshops
Women’s equality

23%

Indigenous issues

24%

Racism

25%

Struggling farmers

24%

25%

Access to health services

Drought

25%

Families in poverty

28%

The six issues Australians
are most concerned about
are all environmental.

Children’s health

29%

31%

Domestic violence
Mental health

31%

Air pollution

32%

33%

Toxic chemicals
Loss of forests and habitat

33%

40%

Plastic waste

35%

10%
Climate change

20%
36%

30%

Our oceans

Looking at what people are extremely concerned
about, the big picture looks like this
The next six issues
are all about people.

The gap between the top six most concerning issues is only 5%,
showing people are extremely concerned about the environment as a whole.

81%

Mental health

57%

82%

Struggling farmers

64%

82%

Families in poverty

69%

Gender equality

LGBTIQ+ equality

Refugee rights

63%

70%

Slavery and sweatshops

Access to parks and nature

71%

72%

Racism
Access to health services

73%

Indigenous issues

77%

90%

Climate change

78%

82%

Domestic violence

Drought

82%

Air pollution

78%

82%

Loss of forests and habitat

100%

Children’s health

82%

50%
Our oceans

60%
83%

70%

Toxic chemicals
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83%

80%

Plastic waste

Looking at what people are concerned about
overall, the big picture looks like this
Takes into account all levels of
concern... what people say they
are concerned, very concerned,
or extremely concerned about.
Climate change
drops from the #2
to the #12 issue.

GENERATIONS ARE EXTREMELY CONCERNED ABOUT
THE SAME THINGS, WITH A COUPLE OF EXCEPTIONS
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Millennials
extremely concerned

extremely concerned

extremely concerned

extremely concerned

36% climate change
36% mental health
36% our oceans

36% climate change
36% our oceans
34% plastic waste

38% our oceans
36% plastic waste
36% climate change

36% toxic chemicals
35% our oceans
33% plastic waste

overall concerned

overall concerned

overall concerned

overall concerned

82% Climate change
85% Mental health
84% Our oceans

80% Climate change
84% Our oceans
83% Plastic waste

84% Our oceans
82% Plastic waste
78% Climate change

86% Toxic chemicals
78% Our oceans
82% Plastic waste

On average, Boomers are less concerned
about all issues than other generations
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Millennials

79%
Gen Z hold the highest overall
concern for 16/20 issues.

77%

76%

Average level of overall concern across all issues

71%
Boomers hold the lowest level of
overall concern for 17/20 issues.

different genders* have different concerns
While the top two concerns are the same, concerns vary significantly from there

Guys
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our oceans
climate change
Plastic waste
Air pollution
Toxic chemicals
Children’s health
Loss of forests and habitat
Access to health services
Drought
Domestic violence

Extremely
Overall
concerned concerned

34%
34%
31%
31%
31%
29%
28%
24%
26%
25%

*Our study included responses from 10 non-binary individuals,
however representing just 0.5% of the study means this data
set does not provide for accurate statistical comparison of
this group. If you are interested in these results get in touch.

81%
75%
82%
81%
83%
78%
83%
72%
78%
80%

Gals

Extremely
Overall
concerned concerned

our oceans
climate change
Loss of forests and habitat
Domestic violence
PLASTIC WASTE
toxic chemicals
mental health
Air pollution
families in poverty
struggling farmers

37%
37%
37%
36%
36%
36%
32%
31%
31%
27%

78%
78%
82%
84%
83%
83%
83%
82%
82%
83%

Overall, gals report higher levels of
extreme concern about all issues
than guys by a 5-10% margin.

Where you live makes a difference
to what you care about

Urban
Dwellers
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Climate change
Our oceans
Plastic waste
Toxic chemicals
Loss of forests and habitat
Air pollution
Domestic violence
Mental health
Children’s health
Families in poverty

Extremely
Overall
concerned concerned

36%
35%
33%
32%
31%
31%
29%
29%
26%
24%

80%
84%
83%
84%
84%
84%
82%
82%
79%
84%

Rural and
Regional
Our oceans
Loss of forests and habitat
Plastic waste
Domestic violence
Toxic chemicals
Air pollution
Climate change
Struggling farmers
Children’s health
Drought
Climate change is #1
for urban dwellers yet
just #7 for regional
and rural folk.

Extremely
Overall
concerned concerned

37%
35%
35%
35%
34%
32%
32%
31%
30%
28%

77%
79%
82%
81%
81%
75%
68%
82%
78%
77%

So who is doing something about all of this?

We are
By
donating
15

By
RECYCLING

WITH OUR
SPENDING

Via online
activism

By
using less

By
showing up

57% 57% 56% 44% 31% 22%

of us donate regularly
to charities

of us recycle
regularly2

of us actively look for ‘good’
brands and products —
those that support causes
or have environmentally
friendly attributes

of us complete
online petitions

of us are reducing
our use of
disposable plastic2

of us attend rallies
and events

The challenge is, not all generations act equally
Most likely
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Least likely

Donate regularly

52%

57%

66%

55%

Recycle regularly

53%

43%

60%

65%

Reduce disposable plastic use

34%

35%

25%

31%

Complete online petitions

52%

46%

44%

32%

Attend rallies or events

25%

26%

31%

5%

Actively look for ‘good’ products

61%

57%

60%

46%

A ‘good’ product is defined as one
that makes a positive impact on social,
community or environmental issues
through how it is made or by giving
a portion of sales to support a cause.

Overall Gen X is the most likely to act in
some sort of way, with Gen Y and Gen Z
not far behind (though they need to lift
their game on single use plastics).

Every generation has its
weak spot, but Boomers
are consistently least or less
likely than most others to
take any given action, with
the exception of recycling.

Part two
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The Power

Now we know what Australians are most passionate about when it comes to social and
environmental issues, let’s look at who has the power to make the change we’re looking for

While younger people are
most likely to seek to change
the world through how they
spend their money, they
often don’t have as much to
spend as older generations.

power comes in many kinds

Let’s start with money

18

The average Gen Z

has just over a quarter
(27%) of the net household
wealth of a Gen Y

The average Gen Y

has less than half (43%)
the net household
wealth of a Gen X

The average Gen X

is doing OK too, with around
75% of the net household
wealth of a Boomer

The average Boomer

*Net household worth is the value of all assets, including superannuation, minus debts.
To fit generational brackets we have split the 35-44 age group across Gen Y and Gen X, so numbers are approximate.

has a net household
wealth* of around
$1.3m3

What about power in
business?
Of Australia’s top 50 companies,

29 CEOs are Boomers or older and 21 are from Gen X.
Zero are from Gen Y or Gen Z.4
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or older

And who bosses the bosses?
Of Australia’s top 200 companies,

just 21% of all board members are aged 55 or under.5

or older

So, while Gen X has some
influence in how businesses
are run, Gen Y and Gen Z are
basically not represented at all.

Fewer women run top
Australian companies
than men named
John, or Peter.7
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What about
gender?
We know women are more concerned about social and environmental issues.
Yet in business, their voices are significantly under-represented.
Just 12 of Australia’s ASX200 companies are led by female CEOs.6

A majority of Australian
businesses are run by
heterosexual, white, ablebodied men aged 40-69,
yet they represent just
8.4% of the population.7

What about
cultural diversity?
In a study of the cultural origins* of ASX 200 Business Leaders:8

1 in 5
only

21

2% 4%
and

directors
are ‘culturally diverse’

of executive managers of directors
have Asian cultural origins

compared to

compared to almost

1 in 3

of the general community

10%

of the general community

For every culturally diverse
female leader there Are 12
culturally diverse males
*Referring to people from non-Anglo-Celtic cultural origins, i.e. European, Asian, African, Middle Eastern and Pacific Islander origins
of the general community

What about power in
politics?
In 2013, those under 40 were significantly
under-represented in the Australian Parliament.9
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12
8
4

At the last federal election, in 2019, little had changed, with just
3.1% of our national representatives in parliament aged under 3510

65 and over

Age in years

60-64

55-59

50-54

45-49

40-44

35-39

30-34

0
Under 30
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No. of people

16

IN POLITICS, GENDER
RATIOS ARE BETTER,
though women are still not equally represented, accounting
for just under 40% of our federal politicians.11
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What about cultural diversity
IN PARLIAMENT?
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1 in 4

yet they
represented just

Australians have a non-European
or indigenous background,

1 in 10

candidates in the last election

At the last election, less than 2% of candidates were indigenous12
Australia has far less diversity in its legislature
than comparative countries such as
Canada, the United States and the UK.
Representation is even less diverse when you
look at positions of power within Parliament:
Non Anglo-Celtic/
European

Anglo-Celtic/
European

Ethnic representation in population vs Cabinet/Executive

General population

Cabinet/Executive

Canada

23%

Canada

77%

USA

36%
UK

14%

80%

USA

64%
86%

Australia

24%

20%
9%
UK

4%

91%
96%

Australia

76%

100%

What about political representation
for people with disabilities?
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18%

but only

of australians
have a disability

1%

of candidates from the major
parties recorded having a
disability in the last election8

“If someone is physically excluded from a
space and that is visually seen to be the case,
then that sends a strong message about the
role of that person within that institution.”
WA Senator Steele-John,
the one parliamentarian who currently uses a wheelchair.

So who votes all these older, white,
able-bodied people in to Parliament?
You guessed it – older people do.13

While Gen Z is underrepresented at the ballot
box because of their age,
almost 15% of eligible
Gen Zs still aren’t registered
on the electoral role.14

10%

25%
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40%

of enrolled voters are

or older (75+)

25%

Which can result in political actions that don’t align
with the issues Australians are most passionate about
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Our Oceans

Climate Change

In 2018, the Federal
Government removed almost

The 2020 Climate Change
Performance Index ranked Australia

Out of all Australia’s states
and territories just

from the protected areas of the
Australian Marine Parks Network15

for climate change policy16

have passed laws banning
single use plastics. Well done, SA

50%

57/57

Turkey, Bulgaria, Algeria, Malta, Iran
and Kazakhstan all ranked higher.

Plastic Waste

1/8
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So, let s’ summarise

We care, a lot
While COVID is high on our list of concerns right
now, environmental issues are too, with oceans,
climate change and plastic waste topping the list
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While we all mostly share the
same concerns, not all generations
care equally or are as likely to act

With boomers the most
likely to lag behind

The challenge is,
when it comes to power,

Boomers are in charge
31

control of
household wealth

business leadership

representation
in government

If we want change,

32

something must change

but
what?

If you’re

a Boomer,
think back
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You’re the generation that started the
environmental movement. Peace, love and
mung beans. Greenpeace, 350.org, WWF and
almost every other major environmental NGO
was founded by Boomers. You started the fight
for a sustainable planet, so it makes sense to
help other generations finish it.
So if you’re one of the many Boomers who
cares, talk to your friends who aren’t on board
and help them understand that this is their
legacy. Even if they don’t believe the problem
is as big as their kids and grandkids do, they
owe it to them to act anyway. The younger
generations have a lot longer to live on this
earth with the consequences of inaction. As
they* say, we do not inherit the world from our
ancestors, we borrow it from our children.
*Once again, no-one is quite sure who said this first.
Could be Ralph Waldo Emerson, could be a native
American proverb. The earliest cited printed version is by
Wendell Berry in 1971, but he said it a little differently: ‘I am
speaking of the life of a man who knows that the world is
not given by his fathers, but borrowed from his children’.

If you’re
Gen X ,

you are the most powerful
of the younger generations,
so it’s your time to lead
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You may not have the wealth of your parents
but you have enough to make an impact,
so vote with your wallet.
Your generation is most represented in
Parliament, and your opinions and voting
power will only continue to grow as you grow
older. Use this emerging power to lobby your
politicians on the issues you care about.
Soon Gen X will control most of the biggest
companies too, which opens a whole new
avenue of change. Continue to fight for
what is right with bravery, even in the face of
challenging boards and structures that want
to maintain the status quo.
And, with most Gen X now being parents
of young adults, teens and younger
children, their future is with your choices.

If you’re
Gen Y,

it’s time to get
more involved
35

You may not have wealth but you still have
spending power and your generation now
makes up more of the workforce than any
other, which creates power too. Demand your
employer show action in the areas you care
about or find one that does.
Make your vote count on the big issues at the
ballot box, and speak up to your local Member
for Parliament. Even better, run for office. It’s not
until our representatives are truly representative
that everyone will have the say they deserve.

If you’re
Gen Z,

your time is coming too
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You’re the most educated generation on social
and environmental issues in history, so there’s an
opportunity to turn this knowledge into power.
As a wise person once said, ‘every dollar
you spend or don’t spend is a vote you cast
for the world you want’*.
So support companies that are taking action
on the issues that you care about and keep
harnessing the power of digital activism.
And, on the topic of voting, every actual vote
you cast is a vote for that world too, so make
sure you’re registered on the electoral roll.
Once you’ve done that, talk to your parents
about your passion for positive change, and you
might be able to influence them to act, too.
*This time we do know who said it: L.N. Smith, Sunrise
Over Disney, L.N. Smith Publishing, 2011

And for everyone
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while there will always be disagreement on how change
should happen, it’s worth recognising that we all broadly
agree on what change needs to happen.
As COVID-19 has shown us, we do better when we’re all in this together.
So, let’s get together and do this…together.

After all...
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We don’t need
handful of people doing
everything perfectly,
we need millions of people
just doing something

*Almost word for word from Anne Marie Bonneau, @zerowastechef who actually said, ‘We don’t need a handful of people doing zero waste
perfectly. We need millions of people doing it imperfectly.’ But hey, changing the world is bigger than food waste, right?

What will
you do?
You might’ve already made the move
to live a little lighter, by taking shorter
showers, eating less meat, or reducing
your energy use — so here’s a few tips on
stepping up your action.
The wonderful world of Google
can give you plenty more.
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MOVE YOUR SUP
ER
BANKING TO A re ANNUATION AND
sponsible PROV
IDER
Speak up on th
e
environmental need for stronger
and climate po
licy
Reduce single
use plastic
Go solar or ch
oo
power provide se a green
r
Carbon offset
your life
(i
t’s cheaper th

an you think)

Reconsider you

Get involved in

r vote

Join a party, lo politics
bb
or even run fo y your MP
r a seat

Choose produc
ts
social and env and services with
ironmental att
ributes
Champion sust
ain
at your workp ability
lace
Reduce, re-use
a
more, throw aw nd repair
ay less
Or something e
lse?
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Are you a company
or brand ready to act?
Get the Power and the Passion – Brand and Marketing edition at
powerandthepassion.com.au

About the
research
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